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1. Easy and independent adjustable blade depths on each head. 2. Digital electronics
coupled with linear bearings ensure precise cutting paths and perfect results.
3. Heavy duty and robust cutting head and mount. 4. Powerful, quiet micro stepper
motors effortlessly drive the cutting head. Components of the motor, the motor pulley
and belt can be seen through the clear cover.
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Button Clamps

Full hardened steel button clamps. Choose the best clamping system for your project.
5/6 Vacuum only (optional button clamp as guide).
7/8 Combination vacuum and button clamp.

Compatible with the Valiani award
winning Interchangeable Heads
system

Ideal for 3D items with the m3
packaging creator software and
over 350 adjustable templates

Driven by the accurate and multi
purpose Future Mat Designer®
software

Technical

Highlights

The first dual head vacuum & clamp assisted cmc with Interchangeable Heads.
Choose the best cutting/scoring head for ‘your’ project...without any interruption .
Vacuum and Clamp combination offer unparallel accuracy, reducing waste
and improving efficiency.
Robust construction and supreme speed for production 24 hours a day, 7 days a week

2 heads

Choose the best combination
for your project.
2 simultaneous tasks,
without stopping.

42

Possible cutting combinations.
Other machines on
the market offer just 2.

Geminus® cmc
Working area:
1900mm x 1250mm
Height
Width
Depth
Weight

-iV

860mm
2550mm
1870mm
240 kg

Max Speed 1400mm sec. Pneumatics 6 Bar/90 PSI
Main Supply 110V/60Hz/10A, 220V/50Hz/10A.
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